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   As a wholly-owned subsidiary of the $108 Billion dollar per year company Sinomach, we have produced over 10 million portable 
generators over the past 17 years for the worldwide market. For years we have built private label generators for companies such 
as Ridgid, Kohler and many others! In 2015 we made the decision to bring our manufacturing expertise to North America directly 
under the FIRMAN brand.

   We currently operate four generator manufacturing facilities and have the ability to produce over 3,000 generators PER DAY! 
Being the manufacturer means we are vertically integrated. That’s a fancy way of saying that every FIRMAN generator is 100% 
FIRMAN from concept to design to engineering to manufacturing and production. When you take a good look at a FIRMAN gen 
you will see that it’s all FIRMAN including our Automatic voltage regulator, carburetor, FIRMAN Fat Head Engine Block, FIRMAN 
Power Stream Alternator, Air Cleaner, Valve Cover and even the muffler guard.  

    At FIRMAN quality is our number one priority. Every new model is tested for 500 hours non-stop to make sure we catch any 
areas for improvement before production. We test all of our generators in a hot/cold room that simulates both freezing cold 
winter nights and blistering hot summer days. Testing in a huge, pressurized room allows us to simulate the elevations at which 
customers might live enabling us to ensure that whether you live at the beach or high in the mountains your FIRMAN generator 
will always provide the power you need.  

    All of this testing leads to constant innovation. We feel that it’s not enough to be “as-good” as the competition, so we strive to 
be better in every way that matters to our customers. After conducting extensive research into what our customers really want in 
a portable generator our conclusions were no surprise.  Our findings indicated people want more power, bigger fuel tanks, longer 
run times and excellent customer support.    
   We engineered our performance line with these customer desires in-mind by providing independently certified industry-leading 
power output. We increased our tank sizes to be over 25% bigger than our competition in every category (where they have 3.4 
gallon tanks we went with 5 gallons, and on the bigger gens where they use a tiny 6 gallon tank we jumped ahead to 8 gallons!). 
Bigger tanks means longer run times; 12-14 hours on every gen without refueling! We didn’t hesitate to provide an incredible 3 
year warranty on all our gens, backed by our skilled service and parts department located in Phoenix, Arizona.

QUALITY IS 
OUR NUMBER 
ONE PRIORITY

“
”
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THE FIRMAN PERFORMANCE 
SERIES GENERATORS ARE THE 

HEART OF THE FIRMAN LINE-UP.“
”

   The FIRMAN Performance Series generators are the heart of the FIRMAN line-up. As a leader
in power generation for the past 20 years FIRMAN has designed our new Performance Series
for the North American market. These generators perform everywhere it counts – bigger power,
longer run times and an industry leading 3 year warranty. The Performance Series is comprised
of over 20 models ranging from 1,000 to 10,000 watts. Some of the standard features include, 
electric start and remote start, the most commonly used receptacles, tubular steel frames, protective
outlet covers and long lasting powder coated tanks.

   In the areas of ease of use and service FIRMAN has delivered in a big way! FIRMAN
Performance Series includes everything you need to get started right in the box, including a
detailed owner’s manual, funnel, start-up oil, tool kit, wheel kit when applicable, battery for
our electric and remote start units, and quick-start guide. We’ve backed up every FIRMAN
Performance Series with our legendary 3 year warranty as well as technical support provided by
our highly skilled technicians in Phoenix, AZ.





8Performance 1050 Watt Recoil EPA/CARB/cETL





10Performance 1200 Watt Recoil EPA/CARB/cETL





12Performance 1200 Watt Recoil EPA/CARB/cETL





14Performance 3550 Watt Recoil EPA
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16Performance 3650 Watt Recoil EPA/cETL
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18Performance 3650 Watt Recoil/Electric EPA/cETL
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20Performance 3650 Watt Recoil/Electric/Remote EPA/cETL
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22Performance 3650 Watt Recoil EPA
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24Performance 3650 Watt Recoil EPA/cETL
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26Performance 3650 Watt Recoil EPA
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28Performance 3650 Watt Recoil EPA/CARB
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30Performance 3650 Watt Recoil/Electric/Remote EPA/CARB
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32Performance 3650 Watt Recoil EPA/cETL
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34Performance 3650 Watt Recoil EPA
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36Performance 3650 Watt Recoil/Electric/Remote EPA/cETL
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38Performance 5700 Watt Recoil EPA
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40Performance 5700 Watt Recoil/Electric/Remote EPA
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42Performance 5700 Watt Recoil/Electric/Remote EPA/cETL
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44Performance 8000 Watt Recoil/Electric EPA/CARB
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46Performance 8000 Watt Recoil/Electric EPA/CARB
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48Performance 8000 Watt Recoil/Electric/Remote EPA/CARB
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50Performance 8000 Watt Recoil/Electric EPA/cETL
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   True to its name the FIRMAN Whisper Series features some of the quietest inverter generators 
on the market.  We’ve engineered these inverters so that they are able to vary their engine 
speed based on load.  Not only does this technology mean FIRMAN inverters are whisper quiet, 
it makes them incredibly fuel efficient, providing up to 9 hours of run time on one tank of fuel.  
FIRMAN Whisper Series inverters deliver clean power at a very low Total Harmonic Distortion 
(THD) which makes them ideal for sensitive medical or electronic equipment.

   In order to provide the ultimate in flexibility all FIRMAN Whisper Series inverters include USB 
ports that can be used to charge cell phones, tablets and all of the other devices that have 
become such integral parts of our lives. Our 3000W series inverters and parallel kits feature an 
RV-Ready TT-30R outlet so you can keep the fun going with your camper, toy hauler or RV.  It’s 
possible to achieve nearly double power or more by connecting two FIRMAN Whisper Series 
inverters with a FIRMAN Parallel Kit, and with FIRMAN you have the freedom to connect two of 
the same or even different size inverters.  To ensure safety in all types of weather we’ve included 
outlet covers on every Whisper Series inverter. 

   In the areas of ease of use and service FIRMAN has delivered in a big way!   FIRMAN Whisper 
Series Inverters include everything you need to get started right in the box, including a detailed 
owner’s manual, funnel, start-up oil, tool kit, and quick-start guide.  We’ve backed up every 
FIRMAN Whisper Series inverter with our legendary 3 year warranty as well as technical support 
provided by our highly skilled technicians in Phoenix, AZ. 

SOME OF THE QUIETEST 
INVERTER GENERATORS 

ON THE MARKET“
”
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54Whisper 1700 Watt Recoil EPA/CARB/cETL
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56Whisper 1700 Watt Recoil EPA/CARB/cETL
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58Whisper 3000 Watt Recoil EPA/CARB/cETL
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60Whisper 3000 Watt Recoil/Electric EPA/CARB/cETL
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62Whisper 3000 Watt Recoil/Electric/Remote EPA/CARB/cETL
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   FIRMAN Hybrid Dual Fuel Generators – the new standard in power generation and 
exceptional performance. Our Dual Fuel generators allow users the option to run off traditional 
gas or liquid propane for 20 hours of combined run time (with a common 20 lb LP tank) and 
our largest in industry gas tanks, 5 Gal on the FIRMAN 3-4.9 KW’s and 8 Gals on our 5KW 
and larger.  Experience the power and performance of FIRMAN generators, whether you’re a 
Crossroads Camper, Weekend Warrior, Professional Contractor, or just preparing for the next 
storm or the next “Zombie Apocalypse”. Our Hybrid “Dual Fuel” models range from 3000W’s to 
10,000W’s so you can accommodate any of your outdoor power needs and have fuel options 
that will allow you to accomplish your mission when and where you need.

   In the areas of ease of use and service FIRMAN has delivered in a big way! FIRMAN Hybrid 
Series Dual Fuels include everything you need to get started right in the box, including a 
detailed owner’s manual, funnel, start-up oil, tool kit, wheel kit, battery for our electric start 
units, 5.5 ft propane hose, and quick-start guide. We’ve backed up every FIRMAN Hybrid 
Series with our legendary 3 year warranty as well as technical support provided by our highly 
skilled technicians in Phoenix, AZ. 

NEW STANDARD IN 
POWER GENERATION AND 

EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE“
”
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66Hybrid 3650 Watt Recoil/Electric EPA/CARB/cETL
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68Hybrid 3650 Watt Recoil EPA/CARB/cETL
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70Hybrid 5700 Watt Recoil/Electric EPA/CARB
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72Hybrid 5700 Watt Recoil EPA/CARB
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74Hybrid 5700 Watt Recoil/Electric EPA/cETL
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76Hybrid 5700 Watt Recoil EPA/cETL
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78Hybrid 8000 Watt Recoil/Electric EPA/CARB
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80Hybrid 8000 Watt Recoil/Electric EPA/cETL
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   Top quality generators deserve top quality accessories.  FIRMAN has developed 
a full line of accessories that include double insulated weather-proof protective 
covers, a variety of cords to fit any application, wheel kits to enhance mobility and 
parallel connection kits that allow any two of our inverters to be combined for more 
power.  You can be sure that every FIRMAN accessory has been designed with 
the same high quality and attention to detail that customers have come to expect 
from FIRMAN Power Equipment.

TOP QUALITY GENERATORS 
DESERVE TOP QUALITY 

ACCESSORIES“
”
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